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The game itself can take a very long time to setup and play. This tends to discourage new players and replays. 
With this in mind I have created this guide with 2 aimes: 
 

1) Provide new players with an easy to understand overview of the game. It’s not the easiest game in 
the world to teach and can be overwhelming at first. I’m not suggesting that you hand this document 
to a brand new player and say “Here, read”. but use it as a point of reference to help teach the game 
then explain the finer points as they come up during play. 

2) Due to the size of the game a lot of players don’t get to play it too often. Then players forget how to 
play. This guide should provide a quick recap if you have not played in a long time. 

 
NB: This is not the full rules of the game, it is an overview. Someone in the group will still need to have read 
the full rules! 
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Introduction 
 
Twilight Imperium is a game of interstellar conquest. Each player is striving to develop their alien race into the 
greatest civilization in the galaxy. In order to prove that you’re the best you need to acquire 10 Victory Points 
(VP’s) before the other players do. 
 
At the start of the game each player will be given a race to play with. This can be done randomly or by 
selection. Here is an example of a Race Card. I’ve highlighted the different sections of the card.  

 

 
A Race Card 

Pink: Race name, special abilities, starting tech & starting units. 
 
Some races have lots of special abilities, some have more or fewer units and tech, they are all different and all 
play out differently, this is one of the warlike races. 
 
Blue: The game round, this gives you the rundown of how a round works and what you can do in a round and 
how to do it. More detail on this later. 
 
Yellow: This is the unit section, it tells you how many resources you need in order to produce a unit, what’s the 
unit battle value(roll that number or higher on a D10 to hit in combat, this race has a special ability in the pink 
section that adds 1 to the die roll) and how far that unit can move in a turn and any special rules that unit has.  
 
Green: This section has 2 arears. The 3 triangles are the strategy area, you place counters in here and they 
determine how many times you can act in a turn, if you can act when another player plays a strategy and also 
logistics, how large a fleet of ships you can control at any given time. 
 
Usually all players start with the same amount of tokens in these areas; 2 in Strategy allocation, 3 fleet supply 
& 3 command pool. 

 
Trade goods are extra resources, you can use them to help build stuff, sway voting or you can use them to 
bribe other players, and trade goods you have are represented by tokens that you place on this section of your 
race card. 
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The game board 

 
The board is made up of map tiles called systems, in the center is a system with the planet Mecatol Rex (the 
center of the galaxy) then each person gets a set of random tiles which they then use to build the board.  

 

 
Various Map tiles 

A tile is a system, a system could be empty, it could contain 1 or more planets, and it could contain a 
wormhole (makes the sectors with the same wormhole count as adjacent for moving). It could be a special 
system with a red border, a nebula, or super nova or asteroid field or some kind of anomaly in space they 
usually block movement or give a defensive bonus. 
 
Each person gets a chance to place 1 tile at a time to form rings around the center tile. So you want to place 
tiles with lots of planets near you and tiles with fewer planets near other people. 
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The board setup for 3 players 

The system with the yellow border is your home system; each player will receive 1 of them. This will be where 
you start the game. 
 
If you lose control of any planet in your home system you will not be able to gain VP’s until you get it back. 
 
All planets have a corresponding planet card: 

 

 
Available and exhausted planet cards. 
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There are numbers on the bottom of the cards. These represent the number of resources that planet will give 
you (Green) and if there is a vote, how much influence (votes) you will get from that planet (red). 
 
When you use planets resources to build/buy stuff you must flip it over to say it’s used up and you cannot use 
it again until the next Turn, it is exhausted. 
 
The game round 
 
A round is divided into phases. 
 
1 – Strategy Phase. 
 
A round in TI is like months, if not a year passing in game terms. In this phase you pick from 1 of 8 strategies 
available to decide what your race is going to focus on for the time to come. You could be looking to make war 
and get extra board actions, or to govern trading, or focus on research and make breakthroughs in tech, it’s up 
to you. 
 
I’m going to leave this phase as it is for now; I’ll come back to it after I explained the game mechanics so I can 
give a bit more detail as to what each strategy does, if I explain them now you might be left with more 
questions than it answers. 
 
2 – Action phase. 
 
This is when you actually get to play. 
 
The action phase is performed in a series of rounds. During the a round, each person gets a chance to perform 
an action or pass; once you pass you get no more actions for the rest of the this Action Phase. The phase ends 
when all players have passed, ie finished taking actions. 
 
The actions: 
 

 Pass – essentially ends the turn for you. 

 Transfer action:  allows you to move units between 2 adjacent sectors that you control, it is very 
rarely used. 

 Tactical action: this is the main one. you use this to build units, capture new planets, attack, or just 
move closer to other objectives. 

 Strategy Action, when you pick a strategy, it will have an action on it, eg, the Technology strategy will 
say get 1 free technology advancement.  

 
You must play your strategy action before you can pass for the round. 
 
A tactical action has multiple steps, 90% of the time you will only use some of them.  Here’s a rundown with an 
example. 
 

1)      Activate a system. 
a.    What this means is that you must take a command counter from your command   pool (race 

card) and place it on the system on the board that you want to do stuff in. 
b.    You cannot activate a system that already has one of your command counters in it, so you 

cannot attack the same system twice, or build in the same system twice 
c.     You cannot move units out of a system that you have already activated this turn. 
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So, take a counter from here: 

 

 
This is where you find your available command counters. 

NB: except for the strategy Action the other actions require a command counter to be spent, so you can only 
perform 3 actions in your first turn. 
 
Place the counter on the system you want to move to/build in: 

 
A system with your command counter in it has been 'Activated'. You cannot re-activate a system with one of your 
command counters in it. 
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2)      Movement into system 

a.    Any units that you want to move into the system, and has the range to do so ,you can move 
them there. 

b.    You need to keep the number of ships equal to or under your fleet supply (on the race card, 
next to the command pool) it’s like logistics, you can fuel and feed that many ships per turn. 

3)      PDS fire 
a.    PDS are planetary defense systems, they have big guns that can fire into space. Anyone with 

one of these that can range this sector can now fire into it. 
b.    It’s a free shot that can kill things before combat happens. 

4)      Space combat  
a.    It’s kind of like Risk, roll a die for each unit in the combat and the other guy takes a casualty 

for each hit rolled.  
5)      Planetary Landings 

a.    If you have any ships carrying troops you can now land them on the planet(s) in the system 
6)      Invasion combat 

a.    It’s like space combat if another player has troops on the planet they fight, just like in space 
(except they cannot withdraw) winner keeps the planet.  

7)      Production 
a.    If you have controlled this system since the start of the round and don’t have a space dock 

you can build a space doc attached to a planet in the system 
b.    If you controlled a space dock in this system from the start of the round then you can build 

units (ships & troops) at the space dock. NB the dock has a production capacity based on 
how many resources the planet can produce + 2, so you cannot just suddenly build 100 ships, 
you have to build as much as that planet can manage per turn. 

c.    Production happens last, in an activated system, so the units you build this TURN you can 
only move them in the next turn. 
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In this example there are no enemy units in space or on the planets so the player can move a carrier with 
troops up to the system and then just take both planets. 

 

 
Ground troops and Fighter ships need to be transported through space using Carrier ships. 

 
The player then gets the planet cards for the 2 planets, but they are exhausted, and cannot be used this round. 
 
Now this player has finished an action, so the next player gets a round and the next and then back to this 
player (3 player game) he can chose another action from the options. 
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If I were playing I would take another tactical action to move the remaining ships off of the home system & get 
that planet on the top and then next round use the last action to activate my home system and skip straight to 
step 7 and build units. (That round thing on the home planet is a space dock) 
 
Building is easy, the planets have green numbers on them, in this case a 2 & and 1 so I would have a total of 3 
resources to spend this turn, next turn I’d be able to use my new planets too. 
 
Looking at the race card, at the units I can build and their costs… 

 

 
In Addition to the normal cost, some advanced units need special technology to be researched in order for them to be 
constructed. 

 
I’d build a cruiser for 2 and a destroyer for 1 to go and backup my carriers that are moving out into the galaxy. 
 
Then I would pass. 
 
After everyone passes, we move to the status phase. It’s a cleanup phase to get ready for the next turn. 
 
Status phase 
 

1)   Claim objective cards – this a way to score VP’s. Meet the criteria on the card and you can claim the 
points. 

2)    Repair damaged ships - some ships can take 2 hits before they die, if you have ships like these with 
damage, they are back to full. 

3)    Remove command counters - all those systems that were activated when the player to actions, those 
command counters are removed from the board, they do not go back to the race cards, they go into 
reserves. 

4)    Refresh planet cards - any cards that were exhausted (used) are turned face up and can be used in the 
next turn. 

5)    Receive 1 action card and 2 command counters – action cards can give you various benefits, once off, 
during a round or combat. You can have up to 7 of them. The 2 command counters you can put on 
your race card to use next turn 

6)    Redistribute command counters – you can shuffle your counters around on your race card, if you want 
a bigger fleet or more actions then adjust them accordingly. 

7)    Return strategy cards – the cards you selected in the strategy phase, you give them back so they can 
be selected again in the next turn. 
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Strategy Cards 
 
Ok, let’s get back to the 1st phase of the turn – strategy. 
 
In this Phase you pick the strategy cards. 
 
The choice of card is important, the timing of playing a card is also important. You can play a card late so that 
other people won’t have resources to make full use of the secondary ability, or you can play a card early so 
that other players will use resources and then not be able to do other things later in that turn. 
 
The strategy cards also determine turn order for that given turn, they are numbered 1 – 8, the person who 
picked the lowest number goes 1

st
 the person with the highest number goes last, but the power level of the 

cards goes up a lot with 1 being the “weakest” and 8 being the “strongest”. 
 
An overview of the different cards: 
 
#8: Imperial 

 

 
 
Primary ability (ability you must play before you can Pass for the round) – get to VPs, that’s 1/5

th
 of the way to 

game won, right there. It also reveals an objective that anyone can claim in the status phase of the turn. NB: 
somewhere in the objective deck is a card that says “The game ends now” when it is drawn the person with 
the most points wins. 
 
The secondary ability is for other players, it lets them build stuff without spending a command counter, that’s 
very powerful, ‘cos they can build and then move those units or build units in a place that they had already 
activated. 
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#7: Technology 

 

 
 
Everyone will get a deck of tech cards. There are 4 types of tech. 
 
Warfare – gives you pew pew 
Biotech – loads of fun stuff, that will impact your ground forces and “people” 
Propulsion – makes your ships go faster 
General – gives you general bonuses, like with trading or building. 
 
Some advanced tech has prerequisite technology, which in turn can have other prerequisites.  
 
Tech is VERY powerful. Hence you play 7

th
. 

 
Primary – you get a tech for free (as long as you have the prerequisites) 
Secondary – spend a command counter, from your strategy allocation and 8 resources to buy a tech card. 
 
#6: Warfare 

 
 
Warfare is solid card the benefit is great when you need to do something quickly or bring up support for an 
attack, it allows you to move a fleet twice, with 1 command counter. 
 
Unless you have some good forward planning the secondary ability is situational. 
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#5: Trade 

 

 
 
With the Trade strategy you become the trade master for the turn. You gain trade goods which you can use as 
resources or influence and you can start trade negotiations or you can cancel all trade agreements in play. 
 
Every race gets a pair of Trade agreements which (through the use of this card) they can trade with other 
players for theirs. These agreements have values of 1 -3 and you can have a combination of agreements. When 
you execute the secondary ability of this card you gain trade goods to the value of any agreements that you 
have in play at the time, these agreements are also a kind of treaty /alliance if either player attacks each other 
or invades their system then they break their agreement. You need these agreements to give you those extra 
resources that you need to buy tech AND build stuff in the same turn. 
 
Also while planets refresh when they are spent, trade goods do not, when you spend them they are gone, but 
you can accumulate them over time and stock pile. 
 
#4: Logistics 

 

 
 
Useful card, it gives you 4 command counters that you add to your pool immediately, so you can  

a)      Gain extra actions 
b)      Increase fleet size 
c)       Gain the use of more secondary abilities of strategy cards 

 
The secondary ability is not bad, any other player must spend influence (votes, the red number on a planet) to 
buy command counters. 
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#3: Political 

 
 

 
 
This one is 50/50, it can do lots of things, and it can do nothing. 
 
Primary ability 
 
Draw the top card of the politics deck and resolve it.. this could be a LAW which is a new rule that goes into 
play, everyone gets to vote, using the influence they have available, so the red number of un exhausted planet 
cards + trade goods. Yes/No/Abstain. 
 
You don’t really control this so you need to beg, borrow/bribe to get something through, or you could just get 
out voted totally.  Politics forms a large part of the game, not just in terms of this strategy but the politics and 
alliances formed between players. 
 
In the case of a tie the person who is the speaker (strategy #1) decides the tie breaker. 
 
Then you get to stack the politics deck so you know what the next agenda to be voted on is. 
 
You also draw 3 action cards. 
 
The 2ndary ability gets you an action card. 

 
#2: Diplomacy 

 

 
 
This does what it says, pick a player and you cannot attack him and he cannot attack you… not a card you want 
to be left with early in the game. It does let you play 2

nd
 though. 
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The secondary ability for Diplomacy might actually be better than the 1
st

! You can refresh 2 planets and then 
use them again in the turn to vote or build. 
 
#1 Initiative 

 

 
 
The Initiative strategy has no primary or secondary abilities… you play first, and you don’t have to spend 
command counter to activate the secondary abilities of other strategies. 
 
Also you get the speaker token, you are the tie breaker for voting, and you get to pick your strategy first in the 
next turn. Usually that means you will pick #8. It’s pretty much the main reason for grabbing this card. If you 
do not try to get the #8 Imperial strategy then you will be left behind in the race for Victory points. 

 


